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K Y B E R N E T I K A — V O L U M E 16 (1980), N U M B E R 3 
Locally Best Unbiased Estimates 
of Functional of Covariance Functions 
of a Gaussian Stochastic Process 
FRANTISEK STULAJTER 
Using the RKHS (Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space) methods the characterization of the 
locally best unbiased estimable functionals of unknown covariance function of a Gaussian sto-
chastic is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of locally best unbiased estimates was founded by Barankin [2]. 
Parzen [9] investigated the connection between this theory and the theory of RKHS. 
Parzen [9], Kailath-Duttweiler [3] and the autor [12] utilised the theory to the 
problem of unbiased estimation of functionals of unknown mean value function of 
a Gaussian random process. The aim of this paper is to characterize the locally best 
unbiased estimable functionals of an unknown covariance function of a Gaussian 
stochastic process X = {X(t); t e [0, T]} having its mean value function identically 
equal to zero. The unknown covariance function of the process X is assumed to be 
of the type R(s, t) = £ Xk ek(s) ek(t), where the {Xk}k=1 are unknown real numbers 
such that Xk > 0; k = 1, 2 , . . . £ Xk < co, and {ek}k=1 is a known complete ortho-
t = i 
normal system in L2([0, T]). 
2. GENERAL THEORY OF LOCALLY BEST UNBIASED ESTIMATES 
Now we shall give a brief review of the general theory of locally best unbiased 
estimates following [9]. Let {Pe, 6 e 0} be a parametric set of probability measures 
and let 90 e 0 be fixed. It is assumed that, for every 6 e 0, the measure Pe is absolute-
ly continuous with respect to P„0 and the function dPfl/dPflo belongs to the L
2(P%) 249 
space for every 9 e 0. Denote by L20 the subspace of L
2(Peo) generated by the set of 
functions {dPe/dP„0; 9e0}. Then for the function/ : 0 -> E
1 there exists an unbiased 
estimate having finite variance at 90 if and only if/ e H(K$0), where 
<^>=4tШ; 
9, 9' e 0 is a reproducing kernel of the RKHS #(£<,„)• The spaces H(K6o) and _£, 
are isomorphic. For every function / e H(K0o) there exists a random variable Ve 
e L__ — the isomorphic image of j , such that 
Ee[V]=Eeo[v.^yf(9) 
for every 9 e 0 and 
lj«^0)=^o["'
2]=^„[tl2] 
for every U e L2[Peo] having the property Eg[U] = f(6) for all 0 e 0. 
3. LOCALLY BEST UNBIASED ESTIMATES OF DISPERSION 
Now we shall study the simplest case of estimation of functions of dispersion. 
Let X be a N(0, a2) distributed random variable. Then for any a0, a
2 > 0 the measure 
Pa given on the Borel sets of real line by 
Pff(A)= — ľ e
(-* í/2'2)dx 
is absolutely continuous with respect to Pao and dPajdPao belongs to L
2[Pao] if and 
only if 0 < a2 < 2a0. Accordingly, we have 
J-J". *0 = Eao \£-. ^-'1 = - 4 - -A- f -i-V-f-/-- + i/---/-**. dx = |_dP_0 dPff0J ffff'tT0.y(2-;)J__ 
_ r g° T / 2 =Ti - °~2 ^ i a ' 2 - alTm 
l(a'a0)
2 + (aa0)
2 - (aa')2j [. a2 ' a\ J ' 
where 0 < a2, a'2 < 2a20. We shall now characterize the space H(Kao). To do this 
we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let H be a Hilbert space of functions which are analytic in the unit 
circle E = {z = x + iy : \z\ < 1} and such that $jE |/(z)|
2 dx dy < oo. Then the 
system 
{cp„(z) = (nlnY'2z-l}^1 
250 is a complete orthonormal system in H endowed by the inner product (/, g)H = 
= fj£j . g dx dy. Moreover, H = H(K0) with 
X0(z, u) = £ cp„(z) „„(«) = £ I z^u'-i = — - J - — ; z,ueE. 
n=l „=1 1 7t(l - ZUf 
Proof. Meschkowski [7]. 
Now let Sao — {w: \w — cr0| < <r0} be the circle centred at <r0 and of the radius <x0 
and let h : Sao -> E be a transformation given by h(w) = (w - cr0)/o-0. Then the 
following lemma is true. 
Lemma 2. Let Hao be the Hilbert space of functions that are analytic in the circle 
Sao and such that fj_ CT0 | j (
w) |2 dx dy < oo. Then the system 
is a complete orthonormal system in Hao, Hao = H(K*0), where 
K*ao(w, v) = - M L -. 1 L _ = f <A„(w) ^ ) • 
7t(l - h(w) h(t;))2 <rfr r (w _ gg) „ _ ff2-|2 B = 1 
L ^ ' d 
Proof. Meschkowski [7}. 
Now let 
X(w, t>) = 1 — . — ; w, v e 
L ffo o"o J 
Then we have: 
-~2 
T., N d , \ w — a0 v — a0 . 1 w — an v — cr0 
X(w, ») = — are srn z — j - ^ . ^ = 1 + j-± ,-_!..+ 
dz I o °o 2 a0 a0 
2-4 V o-o Co / " = i V o-o ffg / - = i 
where 
. ( 2 n - 3 ) ! ! ( 2 n - 3 ) . . . 3 . 1 . 
cx = 1 ; c„ =
 v- — = ^ '- for n > 2 
(2n - 2)!! ( 2 n - 2 ) . . . 4 . 2 
4 = ^ ; „ = 1,2,.... 
From the expression „(w, f) = £ d„ \j/„(w) ij/„(v) we have the following characteriza-
n = l 
tion (see Aronszajn [1]) of H(K): 
and 
H(K) = {feHao:Z&^k^
2 < <*} . 
n = l d„ 
Using the fact t h a t / e Hao is analytic in Sao we get 
k=o k\ n = i (n - l j ! 
.(^ll\2o.u™) = i(f^x„0.u™) 
we get for 
H(K) : H(K) = {feHao • - i ^ ^ ^ f
1 = «/||H(K, < «>} • 
According to the uniqueness extension theorem (Saks [10]) and the restriction 
theorem (see [1]) in RKHS, the following theorem giving the characterization of 
H(Kao) can be proved. 
Theorem 1. A function / : (0, 2<JQ) -* Ei has an unbiased estimate with finite 
dispersion at o-2, if and only if it can be extended to an analytic function in &ao such 
that 
,„- _ y ( 4 r - " [ / ( - w < 0 0 
|/||H(K'0) ~h [(«-l)!Pc„ < °° ' 
where 
C l - l ; c„ = (
2 * - 3 ) ! ! for „ > 2 . 
1 (2„ - 2)!! 
It is easy to see that every polynomial /„ given by 
fn(o
2) = £ ako
2k ; 0 < <r2 < 2a\ 
k = 0 
belongs to the space H(Kao). Especially, let hk(o
2) = (o2)k. Then we have 
<**A>fl(*..> "JL [(K-l)!]
2c„ 
^ • ' + 1 > ( ^ г ч " - - ; У " - - 1 . к Л = 0,1,2, . . . . 
For k = 1 we have: 
IM.W-) - ffo1 (n 1 J • 7 =
 3tr° = lU*4] 
so that the random variable X2 is the locally best unbiased estimate of h1 at a\ 
for hi defined by hi(ff2) = a2; 0 < a2 < 2a\. Because this estimate does not depend 
on cr2, and it is unbiased estimate for the function f(a2) = a2, a2 > 0 we get the known 
result that X* is the uniformly best unbiased estimate for / . 
Now we shall prove that the random variable Uk = (X
2)k\(2k — l)H is the uni-
formly best unbiased estimate for hk(a
2) = (cr2)*; a2 > 0. Because 
Ea[Uk] = Eao[Uk . dPff/dPff0] = hk(a
2) for 0 < a2 < 2a20 ; 
a2, > 0, it is enough to prove that Uk belongs to the space L
2
0 for every a% > 0. 
Lemma 3. Let Uk = (X
2)k; k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . . Then Uk e L
2
ao for every a0 > 0. 
Proof. For fc = 0, 1, 2 it is easy to prove that ||Lrft[|£2(PCT0) = ||hiflH(K„0)
 a n d t n e 
lemma is proved. For fc S; 3 we can proceed by induction. Because L20 is a subspace 
of L2[Pao\ Uk G L
2
0 iff Uk s (L
2„tf, that is iff (Uk, V)LHPao) - 0 for all Ve L
2(Pj 
such that 
V, ^ A = 0 for all 0 < a2 < 2a\ . 
dP„o/LHP<,o) 
Because 
(t l t ,VW„0 ) = (Ufc_1,U1Vw.o) 
it is enough to prove according to the induction assumption that U^e^J1 if 
Ve(L20)\ so that 
r c\p 
U!V—-.dPao = 0 for all 0 < a
2 < 2a20 
J O " oo 
if Ve (Lj1. This will be done for a\ <= 1. In this case the system of Hermite poly-
nomials {jffn(x)}„°=0 is known to be a complete orthonormal system in L
2(Pao) and 
we can write: 
(V> ~ ) = I (* IIn) • ( ^ - , H„) = f (V, H„) . E, . [H j . 
V d I V i ^ o ) "=° VdI'ao / "=° 
For n = 2fc + 1; fc = 0, 1 , . . . we have 
f H2k+1(x)-±-Jr*
Wdx=0, 
J - o o ^J(2n)a 
because H2k+1(x) is a polynomial in x containing only odd powers of x. We shall 
prove now by induction 
The relation is true for fc = 1, because 
_̂ ___ r J _ (X2 _ ! ) e(---/2--) dx _ __zi. 
V(2K)frJ_0OV2!
V V2!! 
Let the relation be true for fc —• n — 1. Then, because 
ff"+2W = J(nT2){xHn+l{x) ~ K+i{x)) 
and H^(x) = ,/(_) fln-^x) (see Jarnik [5]), we get 
f" H 2 " ( x ) l i h r ^x2l2"2) dx = f" TH [xH2-i(x) ~ Hz-i(x)] • 
J -00 V ( 2 ^ ^ J-OoVl,2") 
. — e<-*2/2*2> dx = -a2 f _ L /f2„ ,(x) (—---— e
(-*2/2°2A dx - ' 
V(2*)* J-ooV(2») l U y ( - * ) * j 
_ _ r H' (x) i e(-^
/2g2> d_ - _-L-j 
V(2n)J_/2"- l ( X )V(2,)cr e ^ " V^O ' 
. r *_,_. (x) - J - e<-
/2-) dx - r ( 2 __j_ i l / 2 (ff2 _ 1)n. 
J _ m V(-*)» L (2»)» J ^
 j 
According to this we have Ve (l_0)
L iff 
0 = (y, **-) - I (V H2n) [(2jL_J)_il
1/2
 (<72 _ 1)n 
I d U ^ p . , »=° 2 " 1 (2nj!! J 
for all 0 < a2 < 2. Hence (V H2„) = 0 for n = 0, 1, ... and V(x) = f (V, H 2 B + 1 ) . 
• II2n+1(x). For U!(dPff/dPj we get: - ° 
(Ui-~-,H2n+i\~ I x
2_-2r j+1(x)dPa(x) = 0 for n = 1, 2, ... 
\ "T ITO ' J - OO 
and using this we obtain: 
(WU *-*) - (v, U ^ ) - i (V, Hn) (Ut ~--,Hn)-0 
for all 0 < a2 < 2, and the proof of the lemma for cr2, = 1 is finished. If o2, 4= 1, 
then we use fact that {Gn(x) — lja0 Hn(x/ff0)}"=0 is a complete orthonormal system 
in I?(Pao) and the proof is analogous to that given. 
Corollary 1. For any nonnegative integers fc, 1 the following combinatorial identity 
is true: 
mln{-+l,, + I} / k \f I \ c - i _ (2fc + 2 / - l ) ! l 
„t_ Vn - 11 Vn - 11 °n (2k - 1)!! (21 - 1)\\' 
where 
C l = 1 ; c „ _ _ (
2 " - 3 ) " for n ^ 2 . 
(2B - 2)!! 
Proof. The left-hand side of the identity is equal to l/(crg)fc + I <ft„, ft,>ff(K_o); 
the right-hand side equals to: 
_______ £ [•__£ <___i =_ _ i _ £ r _____ 1 
« T ' ff°L(2k-l)!!'(2J-l)!!j (o-2)"+' * ° L ( 2 / c - l ) ! ! ( 2 Z - l ) ! ! j 
and these expressions equal each other, according to the Lemma 3. 
Corollary 2. If/ € H(Kao), then its locally best unbiased estimate U-0 at a0 is given by 
„ = o »! ; = O V J / (2; - l)!! 
where the series converges in L2(Pao). 
Proof. I f /eH(K a o ) , then 
n = 0 /l! n = 0 «! VC"+1 
where 
{x„ + 1(cr
2) = V(^+l)^ + l ( 0 = Vfc+_)(~^)"}".0 
is a complete orthonormal system in H(Kao). According to the isomorphism between 
H(Kao) and L
2
0 we get the desired result, because the system of random variables 
is a complete orthonormal system in L20 for every o% > 0. 
Example 1. Let f(a2) = (a2)1'2. The function f(z) = z1 /2 is analytic in every 
circle Stt0, «r0 > 0 and 
j(o = i ^ V 2 - ^ < = i>2-*o?, 
„=o n! n=o n! 
where 
«o = tfo, a ^ K T 1 ' 2 , ^ ( - i r 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ) - " " - ' " 2 
for n = 2, 3, The series 
y __I_̂ ____ 
- o ( n ! ) 2 c „ + 1 
converges, because for n 2; 2 we have 
a2(<Tg)2" _ .2 ((2n - 3)!!)2(2n)!! = ^ j 2 n _ - l)!!(2n)!! _ 
(n!)2 c„ + 1 ° 2
2"(n!)2 (2n - 1)!! ° 22"(n!)2 (2B - l )2 
2 (2w - 1)!! 2"n! _ 2 (2n - 3)!! < 2 (2n - 2)!! 
a° 22"(n!)2 (2n - l )2 °° 2"n! (2n - 1) = °° 2"B! (2B - 1) " 
- _!_ i < j^L 
2 2n2 - n = 2n2 
and the function/(.) has the locally best unbiases estimate at a2,. 
Remark. The theory just derived can be used in the case of a random sample, too. 
If Xu ...,Xn are independent, identically N(0, a
2) distributed random variables, 
then 
a2 -a2 a'2-a2\-»<2 
K„(a, a') = í 1 -
^ 0 
The Hilbert space H(K„) can be characterized in this case utilizing the fact that 
K2k+1(z) _ (1 - z)-<—>/
2 = ^-^__«(*), 
from which we have 
K2k + 1(z,u) = fja^(z.uf 
- -—--(»- + fc- 1).. 
with 
__! 
: ( 2 f e - 1)!! 
Because 
^ + 2 ( Z ) = ^ Z
1 ^ T = ^
, ( z ) . l / f c ! 
we can proceed by analogy and get: 
K2k + 2(z, ӣ) = = Ьl\z . ӣ) 
Л J (í- zӣf+1 J^imУ ' 
Where M1) = 1 





1-( i - 211) ,„=i 
Using Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 we get: 
co / 2 \ 2 ( m - l ) [ - W m - l ) / 2V12 
where 
and 
g(ai+i) = 2* , + fc - 1) . . . m if k = 1, 2 , . . . 
(2fc - 1)!! V ' 
e«k) = (m + k-l)...m . f fe = 1 2 
fc! 
and it is possible to prove again that the random variables (%X2)k e L20 for k = 
= 0, 1, 2 , . . . , where L20 is now generated by the system 
{t{x «"flSw -1} 
of random variables. 
4. LOCALLY BEST UNBIASED ESTIMATES OF FUNCTIONALS 
OF COVARIANCE FUNCTIONS OF A GAUSSIAN 
STOCHASTIC PROCESS 
Let us assume that we observe a Gaussian measurable stochastic process X = 
= {X(t); t e [0, T]} with zero mean value function and with an unknown covariance 
function of the type 
R(s,t) = fjXkek(s)ek(i); s, t e [0, T] , 
k = l 
where {e„}r=i is a known given complete orthonormal system in L2([0, T]) and 
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{h}k = i a r e unknown positive real numbers such that £ kk < oo. The last condition 
k = l 
is sufficient to ensure the existence of a Gaussian probability measure PR in L
2([0, T]) 
which is completely determined by the integral operator in L2([0, T]) with the kernel 
R(s, t); s, t e [0, Tj. 
In order to be able to utilize the general theory of estimation as given in part 2 
to the problem of estimation of functional of a covariance function we need to know 
the conditions under the measures PR and PRo are equivalent and dPRjdPRo belongs 
to the space lI(PRo). These problems were solved by many authors; the approach 
of Skorochod [11] is convenient for us. 
Lemma 4. Let R and P0 be positive definite covariance operators in L
2([0, T]). 
The Gaussian measures PR and PRo are either orthogonal or equivalent. The necessary 
and sufficient condition for equivalence of PR and PRo is the following one: there 
exist a symmetric, Hilbert-Schmidt operator U such that I + U is invertible and 
R = Ry2(l + u) PQ72. If PR is equivalent with PRo then 
£-(,) - expiiZW + D)-' ...,]J--Slfc-- - Sl] + ,} 
dI*0
 l>i L *i tf J 
where 
n-tt F ~ - lQg(i + v-)l; KK°=i, Wr-i. 
_-i L1 + 7fc J 
are proper values and proper vectors of the operator P0, and {yk}k=1 are proper 
values of the operator U. dPRjdPRo belongs to the I^[PRo} iff |yt| < 1; k = 1, 2,. . . . 
Because U is Hilbert-Schmidt, £ y2 < oo. 
k = i 
Proof. Skorochod [11]. Let R' = R0'
2(l + U') R0'
2 and let {yk}k=1 be the proper 
values of the operator U', \y'k\ < 1, Y^fk < °o and let P'(s, t) = £ A* et(s) ek(f), 
00 fc=l „ = i 
4>o, £A; < °o-
„ = i 
Then 
KRo(R, R') = EPji0 [ ^ . ̂ 1 = e". e"' . 
°V J ldPRo d ř j 
e x P ^ ^ + ̂ M l f - M
1 / 2 ( - M 1 / : 
» Vj \i + yfc i + yj/f Ví + y j \1 + yjj 
"M^fi_3^_ + _j4_4J1—a ri_y 
[ 2 1 + yfc 1 + yij V 1 + y , 1 + yĵ Z 
where 0 < Xk, X'k < 2Xk for k = 1,2,.... This follows from the facts, that yk = 
= XkjX°k - 1 and \yk\ < 1, lc = 1, 2, ... and 
k=i k=i \ Xk J 
As we see, the kernel KRo(-, - ) is defined on the set 0io x ^?0, where 
^ 0 = j R : R(s, t) =%Xk ek(s) ek(t) ; 
0<Xk<2X°k, | A » < o o , J f ^ ^ J
2 < c x ) J , 
and the RKHS H(KRo) consisting of the functions defined on 0to have to be con-
sidered in connection with unbiased estimation of functional of covariance function. 
The following theorem describes the structure of H(KRo). 
Theorem 2. The space of estimable functional of covariance functions H(KRo) 
is isomorphic to the infinite tensor product ® H(K,) of RKHS H(K,), where 
; = i 
K^x^^-^.^-y12, 
0 < Xi, X'i < 2X°;i = 1,2,.... 
Proof. The notion of infinite tensor product of Hilbert spaces is given in Guichar-
det [4]. Because the elements {KRo(., R); Re M0} generates H(KRo), the isomorphism 
between H(KRo) and ® H(K,) is a consequence of the fact that 
i = i 
<£*„(., R), KRo(., R')yHiKRo) = KRo(R, R>) = f[Ki(Xi, X't) = 
i = i 
= f[ <Kt(., Xt), Kt(., X'i)yH(Ki) = < ® Ki(., Xt), ® Ki(., X't)y ® H(Kt) . 
i = l i = l i = l i = l 
Elementary decomposable vectors ([4]) - generating elements of ® H(K,) - are 
00 i = l 
of the type h = ® ht, where h; = L e H(Kt) for every ieJ, J being a finite subset 
i = l 
of / = {1, 2,...} and ht - 1 for ieJ - / . The function 
g(R) = g({Xi}i*1) = Uf&.); Re@o 
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is an isomorphic image of such vector h. Now let xt = ® hj, where hj = 1 for 
; = i 
; + i and h} = ft e H(X;) for j = i; i = 1, 2, ... . Then the function a(R) = 
= g({A;}J°=1) = XL(A.); # e ^ o belongs to H(KRo) if and only if the series fjx( 
; = i i = i 
converges in ® H(Kt). The necessary and sufficient condition for this is that the 
i = l 
series £ <x, x ^ ® ^ * , ) converges, where 
i j = l 
<xi,xJy0tHlKt) = B/iUfr.) if i =j 
and 
<Xj, X,->,g),0(K,) = <l,/i>H(Kj) • \\,fj/B{Kj) 
for i 4= j . 
Example 2. Let/(A;) = A, e;(s) et(t); s, t fixed points in [0, T\. Then 
£ <x„ Xj} = ( X A? e;(s) e;(0)
2 + 2 £ (A?)2 e2(s) e2(f) < oo 
i,j = i i = i i = i 
and from the preceding results we can conclude that U = ]T X2 e;(s) e;((), where 
i = l 
X; = Jo"^(s) ei(s) ds i s t n e locally best unbiased estimate of the functional fSy,(
R) — 
= R(s, t); R e 5?0-
Example 3. LetX(r) = Xt sin? + X2 cost; 0 <, t < 27t, where Xf, are independent 
N(0, A,); i = 1, 2, distributed random variables. Let U = X\ sins sinf + X\ coss cosf 
and let V = X(s) X(t). Then ER[U] = £R[V] = R(s, t) for all R e £?0, but it can be 
easily computed that ER[V
2] - ER[U
2] = X1X2[sin(s + f)]
2 ^ 0 for all Remo. 
5. ESTIMATION OF COMPONENTS OF COVARIANCE FUNCTION 
Let us assume that an unknown covariance function of a Gaussian stochastic 
process X is of the form Rm(s, t) = £ a ; R((s, t), where at > 0 i = 1, 2 , . . . , n are 
i=l 
unknown parameters and R;(s, t) are known 1''nearly independent covariance 
functions of the form R;(s, t) = £ AM ek(s) ek(t) with AM > 0 k = 1,2, . . . and 
Jc = l 
00 00 
£ A M < oo for i = 1,2,..., n. Under these conditions R„,(s, t) = £ Xk ek(s) ek(t), 
t = i ' k = i 
where we have denoted Xk = £ A,^ ; k = 1,2, . . . . According to results of preceding 
chapters PRx is equivalent to PRx0 for fixed vector a'0 = (aJ, ..., a
0,) if and only if 
[(At - A°)/A°| < 1 for all fc and 
£(\^Y<00 ' where 4 ° -ZA M a? ; fc = l ,2, . . . . *=i \ Afc / *- i 
these conditions are fulfiled, then 
KU*M = -w [~^ • ^K| = n (- - —^ • XA-=A] 
LdPfiao dPR a 0J k = i V Xk Xk / 
The following examples illustrate the situations that may occur. 
Example 4. Let AM = 1/fc
2 and Afc]2 = l/(fc
2 + fc); fc = 1, 2, ... and let a° = 
= (1, 1). Because the series 
! ( 
(«, - l)/fc2 + (a2 - l)/(fc
2 + fc) 
1/fc2 + l/(fc2 + k) 
diverges for all a' = (al5 a2) 4= a° the measures PRa and P^o are orthogonal for 
a + a°. 
Example 5. For AM = 1/fc
2; Xk>2 = l/fc
4, fc = 1, 2, ... and a° = (1, l), a = (l, b) 
where 0 < b < 2, the series 
A Vi/fc2 + i/fc4/ *=i w + i 
converges and PRa is equivalent to PRxo. If a = (c, 1) with 0 < c < 2, then the series 
» t(c-l)/fc2Y = f A
2(c - 1)> 
fe^i \ i / /c
2 +• 1/feV fc=i\k2 + 1 y 
diverges for c 4= 1 and for such a's that PRa and PRo(o are orthogonal. 
For a discrete stochastic process Y={Xk}k=1, where Xk = $0 X(s) ek(s) ds; 
k = 1, 2, ... are independent random variables we have the following model: 
i = l i = l 
where a ; = (Ai;, X2i,...) are such that atel
l, that is ]TAt; < oo; i — 1,2, ...,n. 
t = i 
But at least one of the vectors at; i = 1, 2 , . . . , n does not belong to the space 
H(Rlo), where Rlo(i,j); i,j = 1, 2 , . . . is a covariance function of the process Yby 
given a°. Actually, let all at; i = 1, 2, ..., n belong to H(Rl0), then 
|a;||я(Rr<*°) — Z 
& = łZ 
•'fiMí] *-
Afcí 
Lj = l 
for i = 1, 2, ..., n, from which we have: 
A, 
lim = 0 for i = 1, ..., п, 
Z«,Ч, 
J = I 
and this implies 
lim ^ = 0 , a contradiction . 
" ^ Z « j % 
J = l 
Because of this fact we cannot use the methods of linear regression analysis given 
by Parzen [9] to estimate the vector a. 
An unbiased estimate of vector a' = (a., ..., a„) can be found by the method of 
least squares. The series £ [-^j. — X ^kiai]2 converges with probability one for 
fc = l i = l 
every a, > 0; i = 1, 2, ..., n because J JEJX2. - £ A^aJ2 = 2 J ( £ A ^ ) 2 < oo. 
Next fc=1 ' i = 1 
Z 
k = l <5a, ; = i 
g 2 £ ( X t
2 A y + EA t fAwa j)< oo 
k = l i = l 
with probability one for every a ; > 0; i = l ,2 , ..., n, because £ -EJ^kAjl = 
*=i 
= YJ >Wy < oo, so that we can write 
J~ Z ( # - Z 4;«;)2 = Z (Xl ~ Z 4;*;) 4 , = 0 
d(Xj k=i i=i k = i ; = i 
for j = 1, 2,...» n and unbiased estimate «, found by the method of least squares, 




where the matrix A = [|(a£, a,)p|| i, j = 1, 2, ..., n with («;, a,-),2 = Z 4 A j
 a n ^ 
k = l 
(a,-, Y)(J = £ XkJX%. For the matrix A we have 
j t = i 
S(a,«,)(2cicJ. = £( i:A t ic i)
2^0 
i,j = l t = l i = l 
and from the assumption of linear independence of covariance functions Rt; i = 
n 
= 1,2 nwe get £ Afcic; = 0 for all fe = 1, 2, ... if and only if c; = 0; from which 
> = i 
can be deduced that A is nonsingular and 
/(«i, r ) . 
= -̂
\(a„, Y)fil 
(Received February 2, 1979.) 
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